Meter 2 Cash Solutions, powered by multi-utility company Flow Systems, is
prepared for the potential upcoming changes in the embedded energy space.
New regulatory controls being
put forward by the Australian
Energy Market Commission
(AEMC), the leading government
policy advisory body, has made a
recommendation to the Council of
Australian Governments that only
authorised electricity retailers will
be allowed to supply electricity.
This, in effect, prevents bodies
corporate and landowners from on
selling electricity in their buildings.
“Improving consumer
protections and ensuring our
clients can continue to operate
normally has been our top
priority, we are excited about
these developments,” said
Meter 2 Cash Senior Energy
Consultant, Richard Claus.

“For over ten years, Meter 2 Cash
Solutions have been able to offer a
simple, cost-effective utility billing
administration service to the Body
Corporate sector. Now that we
are part of Flow Systems, we can
offer much more to our customers
and the industry as a whole.”
These recommendations could
soon see the ban of on-supply of
electricity and gas by most exempt
retailer Embedded Networks.
These powerful recommendations
recognise the benefits of
Embedded Networks but find
that consumer choice and
protections can be limited.
Potential changes in the law would
mean that bodies corporate and

most landowners will need to
appoint an authorised retailer to
provide services on their behalf.
Flow Systems, as an authorised
electricity retailer since 2017,
stands with Meter 2 Cash
Solutions. They enhance our
offering and by operating under
this licence, the Body Corporate
will no longer be liable for the
gate meter electricity costs or
compliance breach penalties
imposed by the AER.
“Additionally, we will indemnify the
Body Corporate against residential
energy debts due to non-payment.
These reforms are far-reaching and
impact the vast majority of the
clients we serve,” added Richard.

Our team is standing by to
assist you further should you
have any queries. If you would
like to know more contact us
today on 0438 623 633 or visit
our website www.m2cs.com.au

“Proud to be a Preferred
Energy Management
Solutions Provider to
Capitol Body Corporate
Administration and
support the same
charity, Act for Kids”

Meter 2 Cash Solutions is now powered by Flow Systems to ensure continuity
of services in a post-reform world.
Flow Systems is a regulatory approved authorised electricity retailer. By joining forces with Meter 2 Cash, bodies
corporate and landowners can continue to on-supply energy into the future while improving consumer protections
and allowing customers to access the highly competitive retail market.
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Richard is an industry expert
with over 20 years of experience
in energy and embedded energy
networks across Australia and the
UK. He believes in building secure,
long-lasting connections with
strata and bodies corporate.

Angela is an experienced utility
professional with over ten years
in the electricity and natural gas
industries in Canada and Australia.
She is committed to maximising
value for our clients. She ensures
that our business continues to
adapt and grow to serve our clients
better.

Drew has worked in utilities for
twenty years and strongly believes
in the post centralised utility
era, the needs of clients and the
importance of localised, bespoke
customer-centric services.

